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NOTICE TO MEMBERS

Subject: Petition 0944/2004 by Sheila Ellis (British, on behalf of 'Residents Against 
Toxic Site’, bearing 7 signatures, on alleged failure of the UK to implement 
the EU-Directive on the landfill of waste

1. Summary of petition

The petitioner claims that the UK has failed to properly implement the EU Directive on the 
landfill of waste. For instance, the UK Landfill Regulation from 2002 would exclude existing 
landfill sites from important requirements laid down in the EU Directive, such as that the 
artificial lining systems must prevent the pollution of the environment within which the 
landfills are sited. Further, the UK Regulation would not prohibit, such as is requested by the 
EU Directive, that landfills are placed in geologically unstable environments. As a 
consequence, all existing UK landfill sites were granted licenses regardless of the dangers 
they pose to human health and the environment, according to the petitioner. The petitioner 
cites the Houghton Quarry landfill site as an example. She calls on the European Parliament 
to intervene so that the relevant EU Directives are applied to Houghton Quarry and demands 
that the site be closed if it cannot comply with the said requirements.

2. Admissibility

Declared admissible on 18 April 2005. Information requested from the Commission under 
Rule 192(4).

3. Commission reply, received on 30 November 2005.

The petitioner raises concerns about the continued operation of the Houghton-le-Spring 
landfill site in North East England. The Commission is aware of this site, having investigated 
the petitioner’s allegations over a number of years. In the course of these investigations, the 
Commission twice contacted the UK authorities to ask for comments on the allegations made. 
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The UK authorities replied, providing with their second response monitoring data with regard 
to groundwater quality. The Commission assessed the data provided by the petitioner and the 
UK authorities and concluded that there was insufficient evidence of a breach of Community 
law to warrant the issuing of infringement proceedings under Article 226 of the EC Treaty as 
requested by the petitioner. 

The petitioner also addressed the European Ombudsman regarding a request for access to 
documents relating to the complaint file. Since the complaint was closed, the petitioner has 
been supplied with copies of all correspondence between the UK authorities and the 
Commission in relation to her registered complaint file, including the monitoring data 
supplied by the UK. Subsequently, the Ombudsman closed his inquiry (ref. 3381/2004/TN) 
since he considered Mrs Ellis’ request for access had been satisfied.  

Furthermore, the Commission has been informed by the petitioner that the site has now been 
issued with a new permit under Council Directive 96/61/EC of 24 September 1996 concerning 
integrated pollution prevention and control1 following a consultation process in which the 
petitioners were involved. Subsequent to further correspondence from the petitioner with 
regard to this site, the Commission discussed the case with the UK authorities at a package 
meeting in October 2005, seeking further clarification on the operation of the site from the 
UK authorities on the basis of the further correspondence now received directly from the 
petitioner. Subsequently to this meeting, the authorities have now submitted additional 
information in writing. Upon completion by the Commission services of their examination of 
the voluminous technical documents transmitted, the Commission will be in a position to take 
a further position on this case. 

4. Further Commission reply, received on 28 March 2006.
Further to the Commission’s previous response to this petition, and following a package 
meeting with the UK authorities in October 2005, the UK authorities have provided further 
information on the issues raised by the petitioner. 

In their response, the UK sought to address the individual points raised regarding the 
operation of the site. On the question of the results of a groundwater survey prior to the 
commencement of operations, the UK authorities have noted that a pre-operational audit 
report was undertaken by Biffa Waste Services, dated 23 January 1997. The report concludes 
that some slight heavy metal contamination was apparent before landfilling began; however, 
they point out that this was attributed to the drilling of the boreholes through rock, Magnesian 
limestone, which would have contained heavy metals. 

On the location of the boreholes around the site, the information provided by the UK 
authorities states that at the time the site was first licensed, these were decided upon in 
consultation with the Tyne and Wear Waste Regulation Authority and the National Rivers 
Authority, and subsequently, in October 2001, in consultation with the Environment Agency. 
In connection with the application for a Pollution Prevention and Control (PPC) permit, an 
independent environmental risk assessment was undertaken in August 2004, drawing up a 
protocol for further boreholes on the site. According to the information supplied by the UK 
authorities, the operator carries out the analysis of the groundwater samples on a monthly 

                                               
1 OJ L 257, 10.10.96 p. 26
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basis, whilst the Environmental Agency also undertakes an audit of the site at least once every 
year; this audit may include the taking and monitoring of groundwater samples. 

With regard to the question raised by the petitioner of borderline hazardous wastes (e.g. 
contaminated rags) being accepted on the site, the UK authorities state in their response that 
under the list of permitted wastes included in the PPC permit no reference is made to 
borderline hazardous wastes. In addition, they state that the Environment Agency is not aware 
of any such items being accepted at the site. Given that the site is not permitted to accept 
hazardous waste, they note that consequently there is no requirement or procedures to analyse 
for hazardous wastes. However, according to the information provided by the UK authorities, 
waste which enters the site is checked to ensure that it conforms to permit conditions: using 
Closed Circuit TV on arrival of the waste at the weighbridge, the waste is then checked by the 
machine operator during tipping and subsequently once the waste is spread out.

Regarding the proposal that further independent borehole monitoring is undertaken at the site, 
the UK authorities have confirmed that, following consideration by the Environment Agency, 
they will arrange for an independent analysis of groundwater around the site to be undertaken 
in the near future. Once the Commission has received further information on the results of this 
analysis it will take a further position on this case. 

5. Further Commission reply, received on 03 July 2006

Further to the Commission’s previous response to this petition, the UK authorities have 
provided additional information on the issue of borehole monitoring raised by the petitioner.

Regarding the proposal that further independent borehole monitoring is undertaken at the site, 
the UK authorities have indicated that, following consideration by the Environment Agency, 
an independent analysis of groundwater around the site is to commence in mid-June 2006. 

The UK authorities inform the Commission that British Geological Survey has been 
contracted, as independent consultants, to monitor the taking of groundwater samples from 
boreholes located on the site and to subsequently undertake a full audit report on the basis of 
the laboratory analysis of the samples. The UK authorities have indicated that the audit report 
should be finalised by August 2006. Once the Commission has received further information 
of the results of this analysis it will be in a position to take a further view on this case.

6. Further Commission reply, received on 12 December 2006.

Further to the Commission’s previous response to this petition, the UK authorities have 
provided a copy of the full audit report analysing the laboratory results of the groundwater 
sampling from boreholes located on the site (a copy of which is attached). The Conclusions of 
the report (page 37) state that the findings of the groundwater investigation and the results of 
historical monitoring indicate that there is no measurable impact of the landfill on 
groundwater quality. However, some groundwater contamination has been identified and this 
is focused primarily on the area of Borehole J2. The report sets out "the potential sources for 
this contamination in detail under point 7.1 of the report, including contaminants from the 
vicinity of the concrete batching and soil recycling areas; the thick layer of potentially 
contaminated made ground underlying that part of the site; the potential application of 
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herbicides and pesticides associated with the agricultural land to the north of the site; and the 
proximity to the A690 road as a potential source of road salt contamination". The report 
concludes (point 9) with recommendations to improve future monitoring methodology.

Further information on the potential risk of leachate from the area of the site at borehole J2 
identified as contaminated and confirmation that the site operator has implemented the 
relevant recommendations has been requested from the UK authorities. Once the Commission 
has received this information it will be in a position to provide the Committee with an update.

7. Further Commission reply, received on 1 September 2009.

Further to the Commission’s previous response to this petition, the Commission raised 
specific queries regarding the operation of the landfill with the UK authorities, notably 
concerning: the detection of gaseous emissions from the site; the time period over which 
tipping is expected to continue at the site; the programme for capping the site and concerns 
regarding the stability of the site, specifically in relation to a fissure which developed at the 
site's southern boundary.

The UK authorities subsequently responded providing information addressing the specific 
issues, for which, in some cases, further clarification is required. In addition, the petitioner has 
submitted information to the Commission regarding the operation of the site and public access 
to documentation in relation to the nature of waste deposited therein. As a result, the 
Commission intends to raise these issues further with the UK authorities. Once the 
Commission has received clarification on the individual points it will be in a position to 
provide an update.

Enclosure: Report "Groundwater investigation at the Houghton Quarry Landfill Site"

8. Commission reply, received on 11 February 2011.

The Commission again raised this petition with the UK authorities at its package meeting 
which took place at the end of 2010.  In particular, the Commission asked for clarification on 
a number of issues of concern raised by the petitioners. 

The UK authorities had previously informed the Commission that temporary caps had been 
put in place with capping to be completed on three out of the four cells at the landfill. The 
complainants informed the Commission that by July 2010 there was still only a partial cap on 
cell 1, no cap foreseen for cell 3 in 2010 and substantial ongoing tipping on top of cell 1 and 
2. 

The UK authorities explained that the lack of capping at the site was a valid concern of local 
residents. The Environment Agency was actively pushing through the plan to have the site 
capped as soon as possible. Phase 2 of the site had a temporary cap, but a side slope in this 
part of the site meant that a permanent cap here was not possible. Phase 1 was due to be 
capped by end 2010. In the interim there was landfill gas extraction ongoing on the whole 
site. Furthermore, this site was part of a national landfill gas audit and the team was auditing 
the site. This assessment was due for the end of December 2010 and the petitioners were 
promised a copy. A successful capping of the site has been made a priority and would reduce 
the odour, litter and vermin nuisance emanating from the site. 
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Furthermore, the petitioners raised concerns that leachate levels at the landfill are overtopping 
the liner, have been leaking into the aquifer rocks since July 2009 and are still leaking. The 
petitioners claimed that the operator was pumping large quantities of aquifer water onto the 
site to flush pollutants out of the monitoring boreholes into the sewer system. The UK 
authorities explained that the groundwater situation is under investigation by the Environment 
Agency in this case with a view to a possible prosecution of the site operator. In autumn 2009 
it was shown that there were elevated levels of pollution in boreholes. The case file is being 
prepared and the operator has been interviewed under caution. 

The petitioners have also raised concerns about the fact that there have been breaches of the 
rules on the level of waste placed on the site with these being very high in places. The 
petitioner also drew attention to the removal of protective screening bunds around the site 
with the result that increased dust has come off the site and affected local residents. The UK 
authorities explained that the level of complaints about dust has been low. As far as pre-
settlement levels of waste are concerned, this is a matter for the Integrated Pollution 
Prevention and Control permit monitored by the Environment Agency, and here the site is 
compliant. The post settlement levels and questions regarding the removal of bunds are a 
planning matter for the local planning authority and these are currently being investigated. 

The Commission has asked to be updated on the situation at the site with regard to progress 
made on capping, the prosecutions being prepared and the outcome of the local planning 
authority's investigation into allegations that rules on waste levels have not been respected.

9. Commission reply, received on 6 September 2011.

Additional information was provided to the Commission at the package meeting on 
1st December 2010 and supplemented by the United Kingdom authorities with follow-up 
information in February 2011. This was explained at the meeting of the Committee of 
Petitions on 15 March 2011 where the petitioner was also present. Since that meeting, the 
Commission assessed the additional information provided by the petitioner in March and 
April 2011 and requested further updated information on the situation with regard to the 
capping of the site and gas collection, prosecutions under preparation with regard to the 
operator and the investigations of compliance with landfilling levels with the local planning 
authority. The UK authorities have now replied explaining that 40,000 m2 of the site is now 
permanently capped and a further 80,000 m2 has had a temporary cap added. Gas collection 
infrastructure has also been augmented and now accounts for an extra 300 m3/hour gas 
collected. With regard to the height of the stored waste, the UK authorities have explained 
that before capping works commenced in Phase 1 in September 2010 the site was surveyed by 
the operator's engineers to ensure compliance with pre-settlement levels. It was found that the 
site had been over tipped by up to 2 metres in some areas, but under tipped in others. Re-
profiling of the site was, therefore, carried out and the operator issued with a warning. The 
Commission was informed that post settlement contours are a matter of control by the local 
planning authority. The operator is currently being required to illustrate to the planning 
authority how the site will achieve the post-settlement contours and this includes the operator 
presenting a scientific assessment of settlement rates at the landfill site. 

The Commission has also been provided with information with regard to the new allegations 
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of the petitioners from March 2011 that the landfill is built on unstable ground which will be 
exacerbated by the agreement of the relevant national authority to allow substantial blasting 
on the site outside the area covered by the landfill and outside the remit of the development 
consent and environmental permit.  The UK authorities informed the Commission that the 
operator had received a health and safety survey carried out by Sirius Geotechnical and 
Environmental Ltd of the exposed limestone cliff faces within the quarry which reported that 
a section of the cliff face is considered a significant safety hazard and requires urgent action. 
The operator is, therefore, proposing a one off blasting operation. This is a matter which is 
being discussed with the planning authority, Sunderland City Council, as it is a matter falling 
outside the remit of the permit policed by the Environment Agency. If the operator wishes to 
use the area for later landfilling this will require a permit variation as such landfilling would 
not be authorised under the current permit. 

With regard to the petitioners' claim that current monitoring levels of ammoniacal nitrogen in 
leachate from the site in groundwater are at levels of nearly 16 mg/l, which is 30 times the 
allowed rate of 0.5mg/l, the UK authorities explained that this was correct. The UK 
authorities explained that they believed this was due to a temporary access road which had 
been acting as a pollution pathway and had been removed by the operator in October 2010. 
The road removal was monitored by the Environment Agency and samples taken with a view 
to taking a decision whether or not to prosecute the operator for non-compliance with a permit 
condition. A potential prosecution on this ground is still under consideration. Furthermore, the 
UK authorities explained that the operator had been required to remove the contaminated 
water through the installation of a dedicated abstraction borehole which is now fully 
operational. Two further monitoring boreholes between the landfill site and the down-gradient 
boreholes have been required. Work on this is on-going having been slowed down by 
disagreements with regard to landowner access, but this matter has now been resolved with 
the new boreholes now to be installed for additional monitoring. 

Finally, the UK authorities informed the Commission that a prosecution case against the 
operator for breaching permit conditions between November 2009 and March 2010 in relation 
to odour were heard in court on 8 July. The operator was found guilty of being in breach of 
environmental permit conditions and fined £27,000

Given the on-going assessments at the site, the Commission will continue to monitor 
developments at the site to ensure that capping and gas collection is completed, odour 
nuisance issues are resolved and that the groundwater contamination situation is shown to 
have been remedied. With regard to solving the problem of unstable rock near the site, the 
Commission does not believe that this would entail a breach of EU environmental legislation.

10. (REV VII) Commission reply, received on 16 March 2012.

Since the last Communication, additional information has been provided by the UK 
authorities at a meeting which took place in January 2012.

With regard to the issue of odour nuisance, the Commission was informed of the ongoing 
capping of the site which has lead to what the UK described as a 'greatly reduced' number of 
complaints over the summer of 2011. The petitioners have since confirmed to the 
Commission that the management of the site appears to have improved although they suspect 
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that this is to prepare the decision of the authorities on the operator's application to extend the 
operation of the site. 

On the matter of landfill gas and, in particular, the complaint that occupants of the 
surrounding properties were warned not to use their cellars due to concerns of landfill gas, the 
UK authorities explained that they were unaware of this and felt there was no evidence to 
support this claim. 

The UK further explained that whilst the planning permission for the site expired in February 
2012, the operator had applied for a further 15 year extension, which was currently being 
considered. The Commission was informed that this would possibly require another 
environmental impact assessment being carried out. 

The Commission was informed by the UK authorities that, with regard to the permit variation, 
the operator had submitted an application to increase the pre-settlement levels across the 
remainder of the site, which would increase the total volume of waste brought onto the site 
and add three new types of low-grade, non-infectious, non-hazardous waste. The application 
also seeks to alter the trigger limits for substances within groundwater monitoring points, to 
become more stringent. The application for variation of the environmental permit is currently 
also being considered and all interested parties will be notified of the decision. 

The Commission asked the UK authorities to further explain the issue of groundwater 
pollution and how it had arisen, as the complainants argued that it was due to leachate 
escaping into the groundwater through a breach in the landfill's lining. The UK authorities 
explained that the lining system did not appear to be the source of the groundwater 
contamination but that it appeared to be due to a temporary access road constructed to allow 
vehicular access to the phase 3 area of the site. As part of their restoration works, the 
environmental authorities had required the installation of an abstraction borehole to remove 
the contaminated water from the aquifer. In addition, it was explained that the operator, a 
third party consultant and the environmental regulator were continuing to review this 
abstraction and data would be passed on to the petitioners and the Commission. In addition, 
the Commission was informed that following a variation to the environmental permit the 
operator was required to install additional offsite monitoring boreholes beyond the area 
considered to be the source over the next two months to verify the extent of any 
contamination and to ensure that this had not spread. The implementation of this new 
requirement had been delayed due to negotiations with the landowner but these difficulties 
had now been resolved. Finally, the UK explained that their investigation into the 
groundwater contamination incident was complete and that a final decision on the file for 
prosecution was imminent. Since the meeting with the UK authorities, the petitioners have 
provided the Commission with new information to suggest that ground water pollution may 
also be emanating from another unknown source at the site not linked to the faulty haulage 
road. Clarification on this new evidence is now being sought from the UK authorities. 

The Commission will continue to monitor the developments regarding Houghton-le-Spring 
and await the supplementary information promised.

11. Commission reply (REV VIII), received on 27 June 2012.
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Since the last Communication, the Commission has requested and received additional 
clarification from the UK authorities with regard to the further allegations made by the 
petitioners. 

The petitioners had provided the Commission with new information to suggest that ground 
water pollution may be emanating from another unknown source at the site not linked to the 
faulty haulage road as claimed by the UK authorities. The UK authorities explained that the 
evidence available of excess levels of ammoniacal nitrogen from readings in the borehole 
known as M1 were the ones under investigation for some time by the Environment Agency. 

An agreement had now been reached with the landowner of the adjacent land to add a further 
borehole downstream of borehole M1 and works on this would now commence. A further 
dedicated abstraction borehole close to M1 (known as M1a) has now also been installed and is 
pumping consistently. The UK authorities are of the opinion that the problems caused by the 
faulty haulage road and the resulting groundwater contamination are being tackled. With 
regard to the prosecution of the operator for the contamination caused, legal action has 
proceeded with a summons to the Sunderland Magistrates Court. So far, the hearing has been 
adjourned twice (once due to industrial action) but according to the latest information was 
expected to take place during the month of June 2012. The Commission will ask the UK 
authorities for more information about the hearing.


